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Interactive Pixel-unit AR Lip Makeup System Using RGB Camera
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Abstract
In this paper, we propose an AR (Augmented Reality) lip makeup using bare hands interactively using an RGB camera. Unlike
previous interactive makeup studies, this interactive lip makeup system is based on an RGB camera. Also, the system controls the
makeup area in pixels, not in polygon-units. For pixel-unit controlling, the system also proposed a ‘Rendering Map’ that can store
the relative position of the touched hand relative to the lip landmarks. With the map, the part to be changed in color can be
specified in the current frame. And the lip color of the corresponding area is adjusted, even if the movement of the face changes
in the next frame. Through user experiments, we compare quantitatively and qualitatively our makeup method with the
conventional polygon-unit method. Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed method enhances the quality of makeup with
a little sacrifice of computational complexity. It is confirmed that natural makeup similar to the actual lip makeup is possible by
dividing the lip area into more detailed areas. Furthermore, the method can be applied to make the face makeup of other areas
more realistic.
Keywords AR Makeup, pixel-unit make up, Rendering Map, Interactive Makeup

I. Introduction

(lips, eyes, etc.). Specifically, it should be able to show the
effect of makeup and repainting of smaller units.

Virtual makeup technology is developing with AR tech-

Also, among the methods for interactive makeup, there is

nology year after year. Commercialized products or studies

a method using Depth when using a makeup tool or a hand

takes the method of masking the entire area or part (lips,

gesture [6, 7, 8, 16, 21, 23]. But if users can make up inter-

eye, etc.) to be made up or blending a certain mask [3,

actively without a depth camera, it will be applicable to a

4, 5, 9, 11, 12, 13, 17]. However, for a virtual makeup sys-

much wider range. In order to make makeup on face using

tem like the actual makeup, the user should be able to make

hand movements with an RGB camera, landmarks of face

more detailed makeup even inside each area of the face

can be detected by Dlib while Openpose is used for hand
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movement [1, 2]. More specifically, the system focuses on
how to distinguish the area of the lips, the area of hand contact, and how the color of the lips changes. In this process,
a Rendering Map was created to memorize the relative position where the finger was touched in real time and apply
to the part for each frame. The Rendering Map contains the
number of the polygon area and the ratio of x and y coor-
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dinates to be drawn in the area based on the landmark of

[4]. Evangelista et al. detected face landmarks using a mo-

the lip. By using this, the system can interactively store and

bile face tracker and applied makeup colors to pixel coor-

show a part of the lips makeup where the hands are touched

dinates in 3D based makeup maps [17]. Oztel et al. pro-

in real time. The method implemented in this way is com-

posed a method based on image processing [18]. They de-

pared and evaluated quantitatively and qualitatively with the

tected a lip area and changed the lip color through color

makeup system of the previous study.

segmentation in the lip box. Li et al. decomposed an input

The contribution of this paper is as follows:

image into albedo layer, diffuse shading layer and specular

- Proposal of AR makeup system using Rendering Map

layer. They changed colors of the albedo layer after calcu-

interactively in real time
- Using only an RGB camera for interactive makeup
without additional devices
- Comparison of this method with the existing interactive
virtual makeup method.

lating them by Kubelka-Munk model [14]. Bernado et
al.[15] proposed a method to render makeup textures and
2D mesh. The projection image is shown by matching a
texture image and transformed vertex positions onto the
projector’s image plane. These apps and studies use a mask
to match the whole face and blend it or use deep learning
to change the original face image to a style image. Even

II. Previous Related Work

in commercial products, lip makeup is applied all over the
lips with a one-touch interface [4, 5, 10]. However, for real

1. Pixel-unit makeup

virtual makeup, the users should be able to do makeup on
the part of the face such as lips and eyes in more detail

Existing makeup-related apps use a model-based or deep

as desired by them. In other words, there is a need for a

learning method to find facial features and cover images

makeup system that can fine control the inner areas of the

or colors with masks on the whole or parts of the face (lips,

lips and eyes in smaller units. Borges's studies proposed

eyes, nose) [3, 4, 5, 9, 10, 17, 18]. Li et al. proposed make-

a system to do makeup by changing the color of the trian-

up transfer using deep learning. They imposed a loss term,

gular area made from the feature point of the face [6]. This

measuring the pixel-level differences between the reference

method has the advantage that the user can interactively

image and the input image [3]. ModiFace creates a radi-

check the process of the face makeup. However, there are

al-gradient translucent colored mask and assigns colors to

some limitations by completely changing the color inside

all pixels within the “lip box” according to the weight-

each polygon after dividing the face into polygons. First

ed-average value being either preset or chosen by a user

of all, in the middle of the makeup process, the makeup

Fig. 1. Comparison of (a) polygon-unit makeup and (b) pixel-unit makeup
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part and the non-makeup part are separated in poly-

to make up the face. In the study, when the fingertip was

gon-units, so it is expressed unnaturally. Also, it is difficult

recognized by Kinect and contacted within a certain area

to apply detailed makeup styles within polygons already

of the face, 3D coordinates were converted to 2D to identi-

applied because the face area can be controlled only in the

fy the touched part and to change the entire polygon area.

polygon-unit. The polygon-unit makeup refers to the make-

In addition, studies that have virtual makeup without a

up in polygon size as the previous works. Otherwise the

touch device have emerged [6, 7, 8, 16, 20, 23, 24]. And

pixel-unit makeup is the method managing makeup area in

there was a study of a system using bare hands without

pixel size. In this paper, we compare these methods

any special equipment for the user [6].

through experiment.



However, for less equipment constraints and wider ver-

Figure 1 shows the difference between polygon-unit

satility, Interactive makeup is needed commonly used rath-

makeup and pixel-unit makeup as an example. Therefore,

er than interaction equipment using depth. Therefore, in

our method enables delicate makeup by dividing the lip

this paper, makeup is possible by only bare hands and the

area into more subdivided areas than previous studies.

RGB camera that can be encountered in daily life. We used
Dlib to extract the landmarks of the face and OpenPose to

2. Interactive Virtual makeup

detect the landmarks of the palms and fingers [1, 2].
OpenPose is suitable for detecting the whole hand and esti-

It appeared as a mobile app of the existing product or
studies to enable face makeup interactively using a touch

mating the pose in that it can generate interaction using
various hand gestures later.

device [4, 5, 19, 22]. Rahman's study used equipment for
makeup. In the study, a smart mirror system was proposed
and used to recognize makeup areas by using RFID and
IR cameras as hardware [7]. And the study put a certain
mark on the makeup equipment and Kinect recognized it

Fig. 2. Lip Makeup System Overview

Ⅲ. AR Lip Makeup System
When a video frame comes in, it detects landmarks on
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the face and hands. The system detected 68 face landmarks

of information to be managed per area is relatively reduced.

across the face, considering not only the lip makeup but

Therefore, in this paper, the user's lips color can be

also the makeup of other facial areas with Dlib. Also, 22

changed by empirically dividing the lips into 10 polygon

landmarks were extracted to find the fingers and palms,

areas with four angles so that the system quickly can find

considering the various uses of the hand by OpenPose.

x, y coordinates on 2D for each frame. As shown in Fig.

First, the lip part is divided into polygons based on facial

3, the lip area is drawn and well distinguished (Fig 3).

landmarks (10 polygons having four angles in the implementation). This divided polygon area is a map for storing coordinates information that will be adjusted in real

2. Contact Recognition



time when the hand (in the implementation, using the index

After dividing the area of the lip into polygons as de-

fingertip) touches the lip polygons. Based on the Rendering

scribed above, it is necessary to determine whether a land-

Map, the lip makeup is adjusted to the next frame and dis-

mark of the hand is inside the polygon so that the lip make-

played to the user as an output. (Fig 2).

up can be adjusted only in the specific area. In detail, when
a point is located inside the polygon, we can determine by

1. Lip Area Separation

the feature of that point. As shown in Fig. 3, when a half
straight line is drawn from the target point (in Fig 4) to

Among 68 landmarks of the face, 20 key points related

be identified, if the number of points that meet the polygon

to lips were divided into small polygon-units. The divided

is an odd number, it is determined to be an internal point.

polygons are used as the management unit of the Rendering

On the contrary, a straight half line is drawn at the point

Map for dynamically rendering the pixel color for each real

missed point (in Fig 4) to be discriminated, and if the num-

time frame. Those are division units for indicating the posi-

ber of intersection points is even, the point is determined

tion of the lips after the finger is in contact with them. The

to be outside. To do this we must consider that the half

area of the lip can be divided into triangles, squares or

line is always a horizontal line parallel to the x axis. Then

more polygons.

the system checks for every line of the polygon that each



When polygons are divided into too large units, the num-

line has an intersection with a half line. For im-

ber of areas to be managed is reduced, but the amount of

plementation, the y-coordinate of the target point should be

information to be managed per area may be too large.

between the y-coordinates of two vertices as below con-

Otherwise, when those are divided into too small units, the

ditions, and the x-coordinate of the intersection point be-

number of areas to be managed increases, but the amount

tween the horizontal line and the line segment passing

Fig. 3. Lip Area Separation (10 Areas)
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through the target point is larger than the x-coordinate of

3. Rendering Map

the target point.
Conditions (If N is last, the N + 1 vertex is the first vertex),

When a finger touches over a divided area, makeup
should be made at the coordinates of the lip area where

 >  >  

(1)

-  ,    : y-coord. of N th and (N+1) th vertex of
the polygon

ordinates of the lips area which the finger is touched.
However, landmarks of the lips are detected differently
each frame, it is necessary to remember the relative posi-

-  : y-coord. of the target point
 <  

the finger is in contact. makeup should be done on the co-

(2)

-  : x-coord. of the target point
-   : x-coord. of the intersection of the horizontal line and the line

tion of the parts where makeup should be affected.
Therefore, in this paper, the Rendering map is proposed
and stores landmark information of the polygon and ratio
information about the detailed location in the polygon. For
example, if there are 4 different landmarks in a polygon

(Nth vertex, (N + 1) th vertex)

as Landmark1 to Landmark4 in regular order, ratio information should be calculated as the pixel position in contact with the intersection of a line (Landmark 1 to
Landmark 3) and the other (Landmark 2 to Landmark 4).
More specifically, as shown in the Fig 5, once a contact
is recognized, a bounding box is created based on the landmark to which the contacted area belongs, and the relative
positions of the x and y coordinates are calculated. And
the system stores those in the Rendering Map along with
the area number. Then, when the corresponding lip region
landmark can be detected in the subsequent frame, the
makeup effect is reflected in the corresponding position by

Fig. 4. For explaining conditional expressions to determine if a point
is inside any polygon

calculating the position to be drawn using the ratio in the
Rendering Map. In this paper, the position can be specified

Fig. 5. Process for embedding information in Rendering Map
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by the coordinates, and the makeup effect is applied to 2-4

in the RGB camera, we basically used the open source

pixels up and down from the position. This essential proc-

system. To find the feature points of the face, we could

ess enables smaller lip area makeup.

find the face landmarks using the Dlib library and use the
deep learning based OpenPose to detect the hand

4. Lip Makeup

landmarks. The experiment received input images with the
Logitech 960's Camera with a frame size of 1024 x 1024.

In the case of pixel color changing, the blending method

Also, when a pixel is specified in the Rendering Map,

is applied for using the shade of lips naturally reflected in

makeup effect is commonly reflected by 2 pixels up and

the user's existing lighting environment, rather than the

down based on this. And the distance between the camera

masking method that covers the whole lips with a certain

and the experiment participants in the x-axis direction was

color. Although multiple colors can be artificially adjusted

measured at 0.45-0.5m. Participants were 11 campus stu-

at once based on where they are contacted, we adjusted the

dents aged 23-31 years (mean 27.4 years). Two experi-

pixel values to emphasize only the red color of the lip from

ments were conducted for each participant. First, six loca-

the existing color for the sake of naturalness. In this way,

tions (under lips (5 areas) and upper left part (1 area)) were

the system can selectively apply the effect of the area being

randomly specified in advance, and one makeup was per-

overlaid. Also, the color would be highlighted when the

formed per area.

same position is selected several times like actual makeup.

In order to show the detailed makeup process of the lip

As shown in Fig. 6, when the red color is mixed at a

area in the experiment, it is necessary to consider the sit-

constant weight ratio (original: 0.75, red: 0.25), it is com-

uation of makeup the part of the lips rather than the entire

pared to the case of blending once and changed pixel in

lips. And the baseline of completion was based on the time

three times (Fig 6). In this way, we will be able to se-

measured when the makeup of the lip region was finished

lectively apply effects to the system that have been painted

(Fig. 7). While the polygon-unit method fills the color of

once and at multiple times with a certain ratio.

a polygon with a single touch, the pixel-unit method has
to be performed several times to fill one polygon. In con-

Ⅳ. Experiment and evaluation
1. Implementation and experiment

sideration of this, only the case where the color is filled
in more than 80% of the area was allowed. In addition,
we evaluated qualitatively, including interviews and user
satisfaction surveyed on the Likert 5-point scale, by showing the user’s makeup on their lips. Second, they randomly

In order to find the feature points of the face and hands

specified 4 locations in advance, and reapplied makeup

Fig. 6. Blending Effects with RGB-Red (0, 0, 255), Each pixel weight: Original 0.75, Red 0.25
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Fig. 7. Lip Makeup Comparison: Ours (pixel-unit) and previous work (polygon-unit)

more than twice. Like the previous experiment, the makeup

ygon-unit method was performed quickly within 1.4 sec-

of the pixel-unit is allowed only if more than 80% of the

onds on average, and the proposed method in the pixel-unit

area is filled. Also, the qualitative part was evaluated by

performed also within 2.1 seconds on average. This is be-

including Likert 5-point scale and interview.

cause the makeup method in polygon-units fills one area
at once, whereas the pixel-unit method requires several

2. Results

hand movements to fill one area, which takes more time.
There is a small difference in the average time of doing

First, when one makeup was performed per area, the pol-

makeup between twice and once per area (Table 1).
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Table 1. Average time(std.) for lip makeup(second)

Ⅴ. Conclusion

once per area

twice per area

polygon-unit makeup

1.381 (0.421)

2.368 (0.458)

We proposed a system that could make users do virtual

pixel-unit makeup

2.04 (0.396)

2.706 (0.474)

lip makeup with hand gestures interactively in real-time using only an RGB camera. To do this, we created a

However, the method of pixel-units can provide detailed

Rendering Map that separates the area of the lip and dy-

makeup expression. Natural and detailed expressions are

namically enabled the system to draw the makeup position

important in makeup. Even considering the time, our meth-

for each frame. When the finger touches the area of the

od is appropriate. The qualitative evaluation showed that

separated lips, the relative position is calculated as a ratio

the makeup method (4.18) of the pixel-unit was higher than

based on the separated landmarks and stored in the

the average satisfaction (2.81) of the polygon-divided part

Rendering Map. Using the stored position, when landmarks

when one makeup was made per area. Most of the partic-

are captured again in a later frame, the makeup part can

ipants expressed the opinion that the boundary divided by

be calculated and rendered at the position. We compared

polygons was unnatural, and the opinion that the makeup

our method of pixel-units with the previous studies which

method of the pixel-unit expressing the touched part of the

are the method of simply dividing landmarks into polygons

finger was natural, and explained that they scored based

and verified their effectiveness through time and sat-

on these opinions (Fig 8).

isfaction level. Compared to the makeup of the pixel-unit,

Next, when two or more makeups were performed per

a polygon is filled with makeup color by one touch in the

area, the time in the polygon-unit method was less than

makeup of the polygon-unit, therefore the execution time

2.64 seconds on average, and the pixel-unit method was

is slower than the makeup of the polygon-unit. However,

less than 3.76 seconds on average. However, the sat-

the makeup method of the pixel-unit using Rendering Map

isfaction test showed a larger gap than when one makeup

is much more natural and detailed control than the makeup

was performed per area (pixel-unit: 4.27, polygon-unit:

method of a polygon-unit without the unnatural border be-

2.36). This is the same reason as the mentioned above, but

tween the polygons or the parts with and without makeup.

the majority said that the degree of naturalness differed

In addition, since the method uses only an RGB camera,

more clearly. (7 out of 11).

the parameters to be considered are effectively reduced

Fig. 8. Satisfaction Level Comparison: Ours (pixel-unit) and Previous work (polygon-unit) in case of makeup once and twice per areas
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compared to the previous studies that require further adjustment of depth information for interaction. In the future, the
blending ratio between the original color and makeup material color can be varied in the blending section, and the
virtual makeup system will be much more natural if it reflects all the effects of the repaint. In addition, it can be
exploited to various makeup productions such as smudging
or contouring makeup. Furthermore pixel-unit makeup can
be applied to a range of sizes of makeup material. And we
will apply the method not only to the lips but also to other
parts of the face.
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